Recommended Supply list for the November Drawing Sessions
* Note: Some materials will be available at the Barn to use on a regular basis. Those items are denoted with a
 Drawing Paper—One Pad of 18”x24”, Strathmore Drawing paper. Please realize you should only
draw on one side of a piece of drawing paper.
 One Pad of 18”x24” newsprint drawing paper. Please realize you should only draw on one side of
a piece of drawing paper.
 Masonite sketch board 20”x 26” w/large rubber bands or clips and handle or a lightweight board with a smooth surface at least 18"x 24" w/large rubber bands or clips to be used to
support your drawings.
 Several sheets of black paper 18”x24” (The Barn can provide a few sheets of Black construction paper 12x18)
 Gesso or flat house paint in pale, light color or white*
 Container for art supplies could be a box or cloth bag:
 2B, 4B, or 6B Graphite sticks or blocks
 Mars Staedler 2B, 4B, 6B lead pencils, or Grumbacher Pentalic woodless at least 10 pencils
 Charrcoal: compressed (soft), vine and Char-Kole sticks (3 min)
 Sharpener with reservoir, consider the angle it sharpens the point
 One Kneaded and one pink pearl Eraser
 Carpenter crayon, from hardware store
 Sharpie (or equivilent) bold, medium, and fine tip marker
 Oil pastels, Cray-Pas, watercolor sticks for color
 Masking tape
 No-odor/ODoRLESS mineral spirits or turpenoid*,
 No-odor workable fixative (Never use this in the classroom or in the building. Always go to
a well ventilated area preferably outside to spray)
 Tools:
 Utility knife with snap off blades, X-Acto Snap-Off Blade Utility Knife, with replacement
blades
 X-Acto #1 knife, with #11 replacement blades, or scalpel
 Good Adult Scissors!,
 Metal edge ruler 18” minimum, 36” has been recommended with the corked backing helps
to prevent sliding. You should consider a T-square.
 From home:
 Cottage cheese/yogurt container or a wide mouth jar with lid
 Smaller container with a snap close tip/spout
 Small Tupperware container (35 mm film canister) with tight lid for paint
 Found or invented tools, i.e.. plastic fork, straw, sticks, fingers
 Absorbent cloth, large enough to cut up from thrift shop, or a role of paper towels
 Cropping window, an approximately 2”x3” hole in a sheet of 5”x7”
 Portfolio ~ Large enough to carry drawing board, paper and all supplies
 Sketchbook ~ It is up to you but a 9”x12” will allow plenty of space, nonetheless, size and
style is up to you.

Some materials may become available for sale in the Gallery
Shop. Ask for details when you sign up for the class!

